
Swim & Dive Game Day Protocols - Virtual 
Masks/Face Coverings 
Coaches, officials, and meet personnel must always wear masks. 
• Athletes must wear masks when NOT swimming or diving. 
Meet  Expectation of Players and Coaches and essential workers 
• Warmups should observe pod sizes and limitations.Limit the number of swimmers per lane to 
no more than 4. • Plan to maintain physical distance in the pool area.  
• Create signage and visible markers on the floor to indicate appropriate spacing on the pool 
deck. 
• Team seating— Swimmers and divers will each have their own personal area to stay in if not 
swimming. Bleacher and bench spots will be marked to keep 6 ft of social distance. 
• Meet personnel 
 Positioning of starters and referees to be at  least 6 feet down the side of the pool from the 
starting end on the timing table, one of which can be the announcer. 
• Starting Area --Only competitors for each event will be allowed behind the blocks. They will 
proceed to the starting area after the event has been announced. They will not 
proceed to the starting area while a previous event is being swum. Athletes are not to 
congregate in the starting area. Sides of the pool must also be clear so officials can do their job. 
• Lap Counter--Only one counter, per lane for the 500 Freestyle. Counters are to proceed to the 
turn end of the pool once the event is announced. 
• Relay--Only the lead off swimmer and the second swimmer in a relay is to proceed to the 
starting area when the event is announced. Once the second swimmer enters the water, 
swimmers 3 and 4 then may enter the starting area. All swimmers are to leave the starting area 
and proceed to their designated team area once their leg of the race is finished. 
• Divers-- All divers must wear masks during the diving event until their dive is announced. They 
should then perform their dive, exit the pool, and put their mask back on. Once the diving event 
is finished, they should then distance themselves from other competitors. 
Post-meet 
•  We need to break down and clean up in a timely fashion. All  should be wearing masks at this 
time. No showering on site. Parents, if picking up their athlete, should wait in their vehicles. 
Absolutely no team meetings or congregating after the meet. 
 


